
Youth League Coach for Girls  - Expressions of Interest      
 
The Bacchus Marsh Lions are currently making application to BIGV to enter both a girls and boys Youth League team for 2015. 
 
After only a short period of establishing a new Association and great initial success in VJBL, the BMBA Lions are set to embark on 
its next challenge, that being the establishment of both a Boys and Girls competitive Youth league program as a clear and 
defined stepping stone from its existing junior program. 

 
As such we are seeking expressions of interest for the position of Head Coach for our Girls team for the 2015 BIGV Season: 
 
Primary Objective:  To work with, teach and develop an initial team of players to represent the BMBA in such a fashion that the 
BMBA establish themselves as a worthy participant in both the Youth League Competitions. 
 
The successful candidates will have demonstrated a strong capacity to: 

 Communicate effectively to internal and external stakeholders and supporters.  

 Be able to work with the Senior Coaching coordinator to introduce a strong program of skill and technique 
development, to work as an extension of our existing VJBL junior program. 

 Deliver a training regime to ensure ongoing player development and team competiveness. 
 
In addition you should be able to: 

 Demonstrate a coaching history within the greater basketball community. 

 Demonstrate a willingness to teach skill and technique with a genuine desire/passion for basketball. 

 Demonstrate a knowledge and understanding of the coaching requirements at the YL level. 

 Recruit players when and/if required to ensure the primary BMBA objective is met. 

 Maintain and manage a budget where applicable. 

 Lead, train and communicate with players in a disciplined, professional and informative manner. 

 Organize tryouts, selections and an extensive pre-season for the 2015 season. 

 Attend all training sessions, games and tournaments as agreed by BMBA Committee. 

 Incorporate the development of current BMBA junior representative players as part of the YL program. 

 Provide and organize coaching clinics for the Junior Representative Program, including overseeing the development of a 
clear pathway from juniors to seniors. 

 Communicate effectively with other junior coaches, club administrators and committee members 

 Embrace sharing coaching philosophies and knowledge 

 Adhere to the Basketball Victoria Codes of Conduct and BIGV relative policies 

 Adhere to the BMBA Youth League Program Policies to ensure the achievement of desired outcomes 
 
Further it would be advantageous to: 
 

 Have held a previous position(s) as Head Coach or Assistant Coach at a very senior representative level. 

 Currently hold a minimum Level 1 NCAS Accreditation or equivalent 
 

Note: A small retainer will be made available to cover travel costs per season, with both positions. 
 
In summary: We are looking to commence this exciting building and development phase of this undertaking and as such strive to 
appoint (2) Coaches who we believe can provide quality player development and ensure on-going competiveness, whilst 
ultimately pursuing success at the YL level. 
 
We ask that as part of your initial expression of interest – that you summarize your experience and why you believe you would 
fit our new and exciting YL program. 
 
Applications are to be forwarded in confidence to: 
Director of Coaching 
Bacchus Marsh Basketball Association 
Email: admin@bacchusmarsh.basketball.net.au 

 


